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Each day, Gulf Shield Company for Security
Services
solves tough problems: we secure and protect
our client’s people, assets and their reputation.
Our clients see us as a vital interconnected
partner in Iraq that they can not on rely on
to carry out our duties, but also to go the
extra step to ensure their project success.
In less than ten years of operation, we have
been witness to the growth of the company,
which has grown from our construction and
logistics heritage to today operating on behalf
of some of the biggest clients Iraq.
We operate across a broad range of sectors,
such as the Oil and Gas, financial services,
infrastructure and construction to delivery and
service support. Our clients include Fortune
500 companies, Governments and
Non-governmental Organizations and
humanitarian relief organizations.
We recruit our personnel with the mind set of
multiplicity, our personnel come with a array
of skill’s with the same common and
prevailing objective, to protect and enhance
our clients business and securing their
workplace
Headquarter in Basra, and with regional offices in Baghdad, Al Kut, Karbella,
West Qurna 2 and Al Faw, our operations extend into every major oil field in
both the North and South of Iraq along with all the provinces that make up the
country.
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Our Values
We conducted our business in accordance with
out company values, which are quality and
commitment to our clients, professionalism to
our work and integrity. We are a member of the
International Code of Conduct and follow the
principles of the Voluntary Principles of Security
and Human rights – which we ensure to make
sure, are part of our strategy, culture and day-today operations.

Reliable

Flexible

We deliver what our
clients expects, what
Gulf Shield has built on
has been on the
reputation of client care
and a commitment to
deliver the best in class
services

We act with the sense of
urgency and are
renowned for are ability
to deliver within small
and tight time lines.

Accountable

We are committed to our
deliverance of security
and the protection of our
clients and their assets

We understand the
importance of
compliance and maintain
this to a high standard

Responsible

Innovative
We know our business and where we are in the
market place, we also know and are confident on
where we are heading and the best route to
follow to get there.
As a local company, we understand the market
as well as the culture, which puts us in the best
place to deliver the security to the correct level
that our clients want.
As the Market Leading Iraqi Security Company,
we are paving the way for a Stronger, Safer and
more effective Security to our clients.
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“Gulf shield WERE able to quickly adapt to
our reality and facilitated our work
requirements, its their ability to be flexible
and meet our demands that makes them
stand out for other companies operating
in Iraq today”
Basra international hotel
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Protective Security Services
Our Protective Services has been
developed to be functional in a
complex and emerging market with
the focus on delivering flexible,
discreet, risk mitigating based
security services, with the main
deliverable being our customer
satisfaction.
We employ more than 1000 staff and
are fully licensed and compliant with
all the regulatory standards with
Iraq.
We are proud to be a member of the
International Code of Conduct
(ICoC) and implement and promote
the standards across the company.
Ø Fully licensed and regulated
Ø Local National First approach
Ø Investment into training Iraqi
Nationals to International Standards
Ø Information led intelligence

Since our establishment our clients in
the defense, oil and gas and
infrastructure, diplomatic and nongovernmental sectors have trusted us
as a responsible and transparent
partner.
As a local company and backed our
expert international members, we
have a deep understanding of our
client’s requirements and their
specific business needs, as well as the
environment that they have chosen
to work in.

Ø Risk Mitigation based Security
Solutions

Our teams are fully trained to highest
standard at our own training
academy and are regularly checked
and re-trained by are own Training
Management System.
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Mobile Security Services
Gulf Shield is able to offer corporate and executive Mobile Security Protection Services
designed for personnel who have to travel in Iraq. Our teams are configured to the client’s
requirements and their expectations to complete their contractual obligations. All of our
Teams are trained specially for the role that they are adopting and are tailored made for
each request. The teams operate under the Company’s Standard Operating Procedures,
which are inline with PSC1 and are continually updated and revised to remain current and
reflective of the operating environment as well ensuring there are service is cost effective to
our clients. They can be deployed at any project work site and any other locations away
from the secure accommodation where the clients reside. Teams also provide close
protection on foot in any dismounted role whilst on task.

We can provide our clients with a wide variety of vehicles to suit their needs, from B6
Armored Toyota Land Cruisers and Pick-ups to heavy lift capable vehicles such as
Minivans and Toyota Coaster’s.
Our Operational footprint allows us to work in every major all concessions such as
Rumalia, Zubiar, West Qurna 1 and 2, Majnoon and Badra.
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Static Security Services
Our experience in the Provision of our
Static Security is second to none. We
produce highly trained, reliable and job
experienced personnel to fulfill our
commitments. This is made possible by
our own and outstanding Training
Academy. We are currently providing
numerous Static Guard Contracts across
the South of Iraq including Life Support
Facilities, Port Facility’s, Rig sites,
schools and hotels.
It’s our dedication to our clients that see
them come back to us with to secure
their next projects.
We supply our security based on the
best and latest available intelligence and
threat assessments versus the
requirements of the clients needs.

Alongside our Man Guarding Solutions,
we also operate our own K9 Explosive
Detection Unit, which is a capable, tested
and proven unit that is not only effective
as Detection but it also as a deterrent to
terrorism and criminal activity.

Rig Security
Gulf Shield has created a bespoke Rig Security service, which we can offer to our
clients, it is a turnkey solution that includes the service from start to finish. This
includes the movement Rig to site and the full set up of all the Security Aspects to the
manning of the site location. All of which will meet the minimum standards of the
concessional owners.
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The Training Academy
Gulf Shield have developed Iraq’s first Training Academy, which provides bespoke
training courses to corporate and private clients, as well as other Private Security
Companies. It is an investment not only into the company, but also into Iraq’s Security
Environment, aiming at raising the standards across the board.
Every course that is delivered at the center is run through the accrediting awarding body,
such as EDXCEL, Persons, and Royal College of Surgeons via our Joint Venture with
Horizon Medical and Security of the UK. With full time instructors placed in the
Academy we can offer Iraq’s widest range of course.

First Person on Scene Intermediate
This 5 day course offers an in depth
instruction on first aid and is the minimum
requirement qualification requirement for
most concessional areas.

Close Protection – BTEC Level 3
The 16 day Close Protection Course is
bespoke to Gulf Shield and each course
offered is tailor made to the clients, this is a
minimum requirement for most
concessional areas

Health and Safety Level 2
A two and day course which is delivered y
our RoSPA Advance Driving Instructor
covering all aspects of driving. Delivered at
either our center or at your site location.

RoSPA Driving Assessment Course
A two and day course which our RoSPA
Advance Driving Instructor covering all
aspects of driving delivers. Delivered at
either our center or at your site location.
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The Range Facility
As part of the commitment and investment back into itself, Gulf Shield have built Iraq’s
first and only legal range facility in the southern Province of Basra. Located at our own
stand alone Headquarters in Burgesia, we play host to numerous Private Security
Company’s as they use our purpose
With our 100-meter indoor range, we can offer the client the ability to fire from 25 through
to 100 meters with our moving target gallery range. While the outdoor range is more basic,
it is perfectly set up for new shooters and zero’ing of weapon systems.

To make best use of the client’s time whilst at site, we have also purpose built a lecture hall
for the deliverance of training lesson. A 56-seated lecture hall, decked out with modern
chairs set back with elevated viewing is all focused towards the latest Ketab Display units.
Whilst being able to supply a driver training area, fully enclosed with T-Walls.
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Logistical Movement and
Logistical Security
Gulf Shield has established a partnership with
Gulf Trust, one of Iraq’s leading logistical
companies to provide a Full Solution when it
comes to the movement of your equipment
securely.
With the partnership, we can offer our clients
the peace of mind that the goods will be
transported from ship to shore to site. With
offices in Al Faw and Safwan and our own
importation license, we are fully adverse to
the legal requirements inside of Iraq. These
goods can be delivered directly to the door
anywhere inside of Iraq.
Our Security Teams who escort the delivery
have the ability to be either high or low
profile, depending on the goods and the
client’s requirements, with a mixture of
Armored and Soft Vehicles.

Services and Expertise
Ø Logistics Support Services
Ø Fuel Supply
Ø Equipment Rental
Ø Transportation
Ø Procurement and General
Supply
Ø Vehicle Rental

We have supplied our services to
Governments, both national and
international, clients from the Oil and Gas
and Commercial Sector, as well as
infrastructure and construction companies.
With an array of Heavy Goods Vehicles and
local knowledge and expertise, your service is
a completely turnkey solution from collection
to delivery.
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Path-finding

Secure Housing
Nestled just outside of the major Oil
Fields of Rumalia and Zubiar, sits our
own Stand-alone camp facility, which
houses are Client Hotel.
18 VIP Rooms, all with en-suite 3 piece
bathrooms and its own dining room, sit in
one of Iraq’s nicest locations.

Path finding

Our cleaning crew daily services all the
rooms and they will ensure that your stay
with us is as comfortable and peaceful as
can be in Iraq.

Iraq is one of the best places in the Middle
East if you are looking to invest and join
in the International Expansion in the
country.

Our rooms all have high speed WIFI
Internet and if required, a separate work
office can be provided.

We at Gulf Shield, have an expert team
who can help, assist and guide you along
the path to getting here. We have
extensive knowledge of not only the route
to successfully registering your company
to work in Iraq, but also the knowledge
and connections of where the work is
going to be in the future.

All of this can be provided as a package,
with the mobile security teams being
housed on site for your connivance.
Our site is 15 minutes from Basra
International Airport, 5 minutes from
Zubair Oil Field, 25 minutes from
Rumalia North and South oil Fields and
B
25 minutes from the Port of Um Qasr and
Safwan Boarder Crossing.

We have a tried and tested
system, which
A
alongside our Security and Logistics
packages, allows our clients to have a inhouse service that they can trust and trust
to succeed.
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Gulf Shield Company for Security Services has developed a strong reputation in the security sector
for excellence and high operational standards. As a business we strive to ensure that all of the very
best ethics and principles of the services are employed in the commercial security service support
sector. Our business principles are clearly presented on the company website and are delivered
across all of our full time, contract staff and consultants deployed under our brand name. This
approach has ensured that we have had rapid success in the commercial security field.
As a company we know that our assets are our people and reputation. In a service we know that
without the best people, we cannot be the best company. In our training department we have
selected highly respected, leading security industry and training experts underpinned by impeccable
careers in the British Military, Police or United Kingdom Ambulance Service. We focus on
excellence in all of our security provision, training, consultancy or recruitment services delivered to
accredited and internationally recognized standards. This should ensure that when your company
utilizes Gulf Shield Company for Security Services that you are never disappointed.
To request a free no obligation quotation on any of the services we
provide please contact us on any of the below means and we look forward to
being of assistance.
Daniel Seager
Country Manager
bdm@gulfshield.com
+964 7815005022
Nigel Clark
Country Operations Manager
ops.manager@gulfshield.com
+964 7830506101

www.gulfshieldsecurity.com
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